
1st March                                       Higher 5-a-day 

Nicola says all square numbers have 
an odd number of factors.
Explain why Nicola is correct.

Aminah has 72 DVDs.
This number of DVDs is 80% more 
than the number she had last month.

How many DVDs did Aminah have last 
month?

The area of sector OAB is 30cm²
Find x.

Declan ran a distance of 200m in a time 
of 26.2 seconds.

The distance of 200m was measured to 
the nearest 10 metres.
The time of 26.2 was measured to the 
nearest tenth of a second.

Work out the lower bound for Declan’s 
average speed.

Sketch �    where x ≠ 0y =
1
x

           �

  �
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2nd March                                      Higher 5-a-day             

Find y

Water is poured into a glass for 6 
seconds. The graph shows the depth of 
the water in the glass.
What is the rate of change of the depth of 
the water?
Give your answer in cm/s.

Another glass contains water that is 10cm 
deep.
It is emptied at a rate of 2.5cm/s.
Show this on the graph.

A one kilogram bag of coffee beans 
contains 7500 coffee beans.
Assuming each bean has the same 
weight, work out the weight of one coffee 
bean.

Give your answer in standard form.

�

Work out

�8 15 ÷ 2 3

�

Work out 

� 2 × 32
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3rd March                                       Higher 5-a-day         

A bag contains red, green and yellow 
beads.
20% of the beads are red.
three fifths of the rest of the beads are 
green.
There are 224 yellow beads in the bag.

Work out how many more green beads 
than red beads there are in the bag.

Write 0.56666666... as a fraction

Calculate the area

         �

Simplify

�
6a3b × 4ab5

8ab2

Solve �w2 + 2w = 8
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4th March                                       Higher 5-a-day   

Calculate the surface area of this 
hemisphere.

A field has width x and length 2x + 1.
The area of the field is 600m²
Find the width and length of the field.

On the grid, clearly indicate the region 
that satisfies all these inequalities.

�

 
�

 
�

y < x

y ≥ 1

x + y ≤ 4

�

       �

Write  �   as a fraction.

Give your answer in its simplest form.

0.5 ·1 ·2
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5th March                                       Higher 5-a-day   

A savings account earns 10% 
compound interest a year.

£2000 is invested.

How much interest is earned over 3 
years?

Make two comparisons between the 
distributions of the daily rainfall in May 
and June.

The area of two circles have areas in 
the ratio 1:9
 
If the radius of the smaller circle is 
2.5cm, what is the radius of the larger 
circle?

A shop sells a “meal deal” that contains a 
sandwich, a drink and a snack.

There are 9 different sandwiches.
There are 15 different drinks.
There are 6 different snacks.

How many different “meal deals” could be 
bought?

Below are box plots that show the 
distribution of daily rainfall in May and 
June.
May

�
June

�
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6th March                                       Higher 5-a-day     

Find the size of x

The probability of a student in a school 
playing a musical instrument is 0.4.

Three students are picked at random.

Work out the probability that exactly 2 
students out of the 3 play an 
instrument.

Factorise  �5y2 + 21y − 20

        �

Work out  �160.25 × 4−3

Work out

�
w
3

−
w
8
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7th March                                      Higher 5-a-day  

A car travels 200 miles to the nearest 
10 miles.
It travels for 4 hours to the nearest 
hour.

Calculate the greatest possible 
average speed.

ABCD is a parallelogram.
AB is (x + 3)cm

BC is twice the length of AB.

The perimeter of the parallelogram is 
80cm.

Find the length of BC.

Find the area of the TV screen shown.

The length of a rectangle is increased 
by 20%.
The width of the rectangle is increased 
by 30%.

Work out the percentage increase in 
area.

           �

Factorise �6w2 − 11w − 10
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8th March                                       Higher 5-a-day     

Find x

Use your diagram to estimate the 
median

Use your diagram to estimate the 
interquartile range.

Make m the subject of 

dm = y − em

�

�

Draw a cumulative frequency diagram �
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9th March                                       Higher 5-a-day 

C when W = 160

What is the minimum possible mass of 
10 of these cans?

The two hearts are mathematically 
similar.
The area of shape A is 6cm²
The area of shape B is 150cm²
Work out the height of shape A.

Write 300 as a product of primes in 
index form.

What is the smallest number that you 
can multiply 300 by to make a cube 
number?

�
This can has a mass of 350g to the 
nearest 10g.

W varies directly to � . 
If W = 60 when C = 36, find:

W when C = 64

C

      �
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10th March                                     Higher 5-a-day   

Find the length of the line AC

Find the distance OC. Find the length of the chord AB

Solve (y − 8)(y + 8) = 63y

�

Draw a histogram for this data.
�

�
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11th March                                     Higher 5-a-day

Write down the gradient of a line 
that is perpendicular to the line 
y = 2x

Write down the equation of a line 
perpendicular to y = 2x

A is inversely proportional to the 
square of B.

When A = 10, B = 4.

Find A when B = 10

Find the size of angle DEF

Which equation has solutions which 
are rational?

�       �         �
5y2

3
= 12

5y2

7
= 17

5y2

2
= 10

     �

Simplify

�
x2 + 8x + 15
x2 − x − 12
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12th March                                     Higher 5-a-day    

How many pilots flew for under 200 
hours?

What fraction of the pilots between 
between 200 and 400 hours?

Triangles A and B are mathematically 
similar.
The area of triangle A is 21cm²
Work out the area of triangle B.

�

Simplify �( 2)3

Solve

�9x2 + 29x − 28 = 0

The histogram below shows information 
about the number of hours flown by 
some pilots.


� 

45 pilots flew more than 400 hours.

Simplify  � 8 × 2
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13th March                                     Higher 5-a-day  

Calculate the size of y

Rhys has a large tub of yellow counters.
Alex has a large tub of blue counters.
40 yellow counters are taken from Rhys’ 
tub and placed into Alex’s tub.
40 blue counters are taken from Alex’s tub 
and placed into Rhys’ tub.
Rhys randomly selects 100 counters from 
his tub. 8 of the 100 counters are blue.
Alex randomly selects 50 counters from 
his tub. 48 of the 50 counters are blue.

All the counters are gathered together.
Work out an estimate for the ratio of 
yellow to blue counters in the tub.

     �

Work out  �36
1
2

Solve

�
4x − 3

2
+

2x + 1
4

+
6x + 3

6
= 1

Work out �5−3

Find the area of the rectangle

    �
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14th March                                     Higher 5-a-day     

H varies directly to the cube of c.

When H =  40, c = 2.

Express H in terms of c.

Find the value of H when c = 5.

Find the value of c when H = 5000.

Solve, giving your answers to one 
decimal place.

�2x2 + 3x − 100 = 0

�

b	=	� 	

Write down a vector parallel to b

(−5
6 )

Show the region which satisfies

 �

 �

 �

−1 < x < 3
y ≥ − 2
x + y < 1
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15th March                                     Higher 5-a-day     

Ashley takes two cubes out of a bag, 
without replacement. There are 5 red, 
3 blue and 2 green cubes.

What is the probability he picks two 
red cubes?

A number is increased by 40%
The answer is decreased by 40%.

Is the final number smaller, the same 
as or larger than the starting number?

What is the overall percentage 
change?

Find z

A biased coin is flipped three times.

The probability of the coin landing on 
tails is 0.8

Find the probability the coin lands on 
heads all three times.

�

Simplify  � 32

�
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16th March                                     Higher 5-a-day   

A lock has four rotating wheels, each 
with numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 9.

How many different combinations can 
be set?

An average orange weighs 130g.
The net weighs 10g.
Both weights are correct to two 
significant figures.

A net contains 8 oranges.

Work out the upper bound for the 
weight of the net of oranges.

Write the cube root of y in index form

�

Shown is the graph �

Using the graph, estimate the roots of 
x² − x − 12 = 2

y = x2 − x − 12

Write down the equation of the line of 
symmetry for the graph �y = x2 − x − 12
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17th March                                     Higher 5-a-day   

A sphere has the same volume as the 
cone. 

Calculate the radius of the sphere.

Is the point (−7, 30) above or below the 
line �  ?4x + y + 1 = 0

�

Enlarge triangle A using scale factor 
�  and centre of enlargement 
(−1, −1)
−

2
3

�

Write �  as a fraction0.5 ·2

Show

�(x + 2)2 − (x + 2) ≡ (x + 2)(x + 1)
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18th March                                     Higher 5-a-day    

Write down a fraction which is a 
recurring decimal Write down a fraction which is a 

terminating decimal

Find x

The diagram shows a cuboid.
The volume of the cuboid is 5000cm³.

Show 2x² − 30x − 500 = 0

Mia is creating an 6 digit password.

The first two digits are a multiple of 15.
The second two digits are an odd 
number between 50 and 80.
The last two digits are the same.

How many possible different possible 
codes could Mia create?

          �

�

Solve �   to find x, 
the length of the cuboid.

2x2 − 30x − 500 = 0
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19th March                                     Higher 5-a-day      

Mylo attends an afterschool club on 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

There are 5 possible clubs on Monday
7 possible clubs on a Tuesday and 
4 possible clubs on a Wednesday

How many different possible 
combinations are there?

Find the probability that both tiles have 
the same letter on it.

Work out   �

Give your answer correct to 2 significant 
figures

(9.5 × 106)−3

Show the region which satisfies

�

�

�

x + y < 11

x ≥ 3

y > 2

�

Solve the equation  �

Give your answers to one decimal 
place.

x2 + 5x − 1 = 0

�

There are seven tiles in a bag, each with 
a letter written on it.
A tile is selected at random, it is replaced 
and then another tile is selected.
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20th March                                     Higher 5-a-day        

How far does the particle travel, in 
kilometres?

ξ = {multiple of 3 between 1 and 29}

A = {3, 9, 21, 27}

B = {3, 6, 9, 12, 15}

C = {6, 9, 15, 18, 21}

Where does the line y − 2x = 9 cross 
the x-axis?

Where does the line y − 2x = 9 cross 
the y-axis?

�

Solve �x2 = 8x − 15

A particle travels for 
�  seconds, at a speed of 
�  m/s
2 × 103

5 × 105

A number is chosen at random from 
ξ

Find  �P(A′�∪ C )
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21st March                                     Higher 5-a-day         

The probability that Nita passes her 
English exam is 0.7 and the probability 
that she passes her French exam is x.

The probability she fails both exams is 
0.06

Find x

Find the area of triangle ABC

Work out  �8
4
3

�

� °

Find  �
Give your answer to 3 decimal places.

f (x) = 1 + cosx

f (100)

Expand and simplify  �(2 + 5)2
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22nd March                                    Higher 5-a-day     

Find the length of BD

Find the area of triangle BCD.

Explain why the area of a rectangle 
increases by a factor of 4 when the side 
length is doubled.

A wire of length 20cm is cut into two 
pieces, each of which is bent into a 
square.

If the length of the side of one square is 
x cm, show that the length            
of the side of the other square is (5 − x) 
cm.

The total area of the two squares is 
14.5cm².

Find the lengths of the two pieces of 
wire.

�
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23rd March                                     Higher 5-a-day   

Draw the graph of �   for the 
values of x from 0 to 5.

y = 0.9x

Work out

�36
3
2

Solve  �5x2 − 31x + 6 = 0

�

Write down an inequality for �

−2 < b < − 1

b2

         �

Which is smaller?

�      or   �(x + 5)2 x2 + 10x + 27
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24th March                                     Higher 5-a-day    

There are 12 sweets in a bag
7 are lemon and 5 are orange.

Two sweets are taken out of the bag, at 
random, without replacement.

Find the probability that the two sweets 
are the same flavour.

Work out the gradient of line B.

Write down the equation of line B

Simplify  � 200

Given that  x : y = 5 : 11

and  �

Find the value of 2x + y

y − x = 90

�

The lines A and B are perpendicular.
Both lines pass through the point (0, 5)
The gradient of line A is − �

3
4
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25th March                                     Higher 5-a-day    

An online retailer normally sells clothes at 
50% more than the cost price.
In a sale the price of all clothes are 
reduced until they are only 5% more than
the cost price.
By what percentage of the original selling 
price have the price of the clothes 
been reduced?

Use the graph to estimate the solutions 
to  �x2 − 2x − 2 = 0

�

Work out  �5−4

Draw  �y = x2 − 2x − 2

Work out  �60

Simplify

�
x2 + 13x + 40
x2 + 14x + 48
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26th March                                     Higher 5-a-day

Write down the formula to work out 
frequency density

y varies directly with the cube of x

y = 108 when x = 3

Express y in terms of x

Calculate the surface area

In Year 9 there are two classes, 9A 
and 9B. There are 20 students in 
Class 9A and 30 students in Class 9B.
The mean number of books read each 
month in Class 9A is 3.75
The mean number of books read each 
month in Year 9 is 3.2

Work out the mean number of books 
read each month in Class 9B.
Give your answer to 2 decimal places.

                �

Find the exact value of

�

(without using a calculator)

cos(30∘) + tan(30∘)
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27th March                                     Higher 5-a-day    

The median score was 85. 
The lower quartile was 78 and lowest 
score was 71.

The range is 21 and interquartile range 
10.

Draw the box plot

Line A is shown on the grid.

Find the equation of line A

Line B is parallel to Line A and passes 
through (9, 20).

Find the equation of line B

A man walks y miles north and then 
(y + 8) miles west.

He is now 12 miles from the starting 
point.

Show y satisfies �y2 + 8y − 40 = 0

�

�

What is the value of n

�5n =
1

125
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28th March                                     Higher 5-a-day

Work out the size of angle y.

Find y.
Give your answer to 1 decimal place.

Two trees are selected at random. 

What is the probability they are both over 
two metres?

AB is a tangent to a circle.
AED is a straight line.

�

�

Factorise fully

3x2 − 48

�
The surface area of the sphere is equal 
to the sum the surface areas of the cone
and cube.
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29th March                                     Higher 5-a-day

The force, F, between two magnets is 
inversely proportional to the square of the 
distance, d, between them.

When F = 4, d = 3.

Express F in terms of d.

Two spheres have volumes in the ratio 
8:125

The radius of the larger sphere is 30cm.

What is the radius of the smaller sphere?

ABC is a garden.  A tree is planted closer to wall AB than wall BC.
The tree is closer to point A than point B.
Show the region of possible locations that the tree can be planted

                       �

Simplify

�
x + 9

4x
+

7
3x
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30th March                                     Higher 5-a-day

Every time a ball bounces, it rises to 
80% of the previous height.
The ball is dropped from 5 metres and it 
allows to bounce freely.

What is the smallest number of bounces 
until its rebound height is less than 
50cm?

The youngest person on a flight is 8 
years old.
The upper quartile of the ages is 54.
The median is 36.
The range of the ages is 88 and the 
interquartile range is 30.

Work out

�( 8
27 )

2
3

�

Draw a box plot to show this information

Prove

�(x + 2)(x − 3) ≡ (x − 2)(x + 1) − 4

Factorise �7x2 + 8x + 1
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31st March                                     Higher 5-a-day  

Calculate an estimate of the mean

�   

Find the value of a

( 2)a = 4 2

�

Show the region which satisfies

�
 �
 �

−2 < x < 1
y ≥ − 1
y < x + 1

Here are two similar vases.

�
The small vase holds 700ml of water.
How much does the larger vase hold?

Find the point where the straight line 
�  crosses the x-axis.3x + 4y = 24

�
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